
Human

a. Clone

b. Sitting on a bench

c. Distant memories

d. Mirage

e. Black vision (instrumental)

f. Mirror

g. A glimpse (instrumental)

h. Human

i. Clone (reprise)

a. Clone

I'm just a clone to you

It runs deep in my bones

I pick up what you say

repeat it all the time

I'm just a reflection

of your mind

to be kind

I'm not myself

I stand behind the door

when you have me on standby

I'm watching secretly

I'm updating myself

I'm just a reflection

of your mind

to be kind

I'm not myself

b. Sitting on a bench

I'm all on my own

I don't want to go

I'm feeding the birds

they eat what I got

Sitting on a bench

watching all go by

Nightfall's coming soon

sun is almost gone

neon starts to glow

night shift's just a show

Sitting on a bench

watching all go by

looking at the sky

wish that I could fly

c. Distant memories

Distant memories

emerging from the past

people were happy

and love was meant to last

Distant images

they're coming closer now

we were lost and found

like an old TV-show
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d. Mirage

Wandering in the heat

all along

sitting in the shade

of a tree

I'm looking at 

the mirage of time

I wonder what

is real

Wandering in the cold

I'm not so bold

sun is shining low

in the snow

I'm looking at 

the mirage of time

I wonder what

is real

e. Black vision (instrumental)

f. Mirror

I'm passing the mirror

I'm getting a glimpse of you

how could I forget it

there's thousands out there like me

Mirror on the wall

hear my silent call

don't forget me now

I am lost somehow

I crossed the mirror line

and now we're so intertwined

I want to reverse it

I'm feeling utterly disturbed

Mirror on the wall

hear my silent call

don't forget me now

I am lost somehow

g. A glimpse (instrumental)

h. Human

Living at the bottom

of the society

testing out my patience

and my sobriety

I didn't realize 

what it meant to be human

I thought it was just

a playground to have fun in

Longing for no reason

after days gone by

anything is better

than to sit here and cry

I didn't realize 

what it meant to be human

I thought it just was 

a playground to have fun in
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I didn't realize 

what it meant to be human

I thought it just was 

a playground to have fun in

i. Clone (reprise)

I tried my best to be

I just want you to see

I'm leaving you behind

we got to move ahead

I'm just a reflection

of your mind

to be kind

I'm not myself

I'm just a reflection

of your mind

to be kind

I'm not myself
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